
2020 Waterway Management Nationwide Survey: Overview of results to inform Waterway 
Management Project Steering Committee 

 
In late Summer of 2020, the Waterways Management Workgroup, funded through a nonprofit 
grant administered by the U.S. Coast Guard, distributed a nationwide survey for the purposes of 
developing a third edition of the Guide to Waterways Management.  
 
Out of 1,787 completed responses, 1,445 respondents (80.86 percent) indicate their primary 
interest as Non-government – Waterway User when asked to self-classify as Government, Non-
government – Business Interest or Non-Government – Waterway User. While this 
overwhelming response from one out of the three groups does not affect the content that will 
be contained in the Guide, the priorities indicated by this demographic does influence content 
priorities.  
 
Respondents who self-identify as Government interests represent 11.75 percent of 
respondents, and those that self-identify as Non-government – Business Interest represent 7.39 
percent of respondents. These percentages include only those responses that were considered 
‘Complete.’ A ‘Complete’ response, as defined by SurveyMonkey, means the respondent 
answered all required questions and clicked ‘Done’ on the last page. When all responses were 
tallied, both ‘Complete’ and ‘Incomplete’ responses totaled 3,415 responses.  
 
Respondents who self-identified as Non-government (Business Interest or Waterway User) 
were asked to indicate aspects of waterway activity that they considered most important. Of 
four answer choices (and the option to select ‘Other’), the selected aspect of waterway activity 
that lends itself to priority level for the Guide is the pursuit of sport, pleasure and event-based 
activities.  
 
All respondents were asked to identify which aspects of waterway management they think are 
or will be the most impacted by new and evolving usage trends (only ‘complete’ responses 
were included). Of 10 answer choices, four selected aspects rose to the level of priority for the 
Guide. The four aspects of waterway management that respondents indicated they expect to 
be most impacted by new and evolving trends are: use of recreational power or sail 
vessels/activities (e.g. personal watercraft, airboats, surface effect ships, hovercraft/fishing, 
water or kite-skiing, cruising); human-powered recreational activities (e.g., swimming, 
canoeing, kayaking, stand-up paddle boarding, surfing); traffic operations for recreational users; 
and marinas, mooring, launching, service and maintenance.  
 
All respondents were asked to identify what creates the greatest challenge on their waterway 
(only ‘complete’ responses were included). Of 13 answer choices and the option to select 
‘Other,’ respondents were asked to select up to three. The seven topics that rose to the level of 
priority for inclusion in the Guide include: large crowds; personal watercraft (PWCs), airboats 
and similar vessels; motorized boats vs. paddle or rowing craft; wakes; recreational vessels vs. 
paddlers, swimmers, snorkelers, surfers, divers, etc.; derelict and at-risk vessels; and navigation, 
infrastructure, hazards (e.g. dams, weirs, submerged structures).  



 
All respondents were asked to identify the three primary drivers of use conflicts on their 
waterway (only ‘complete’ responses were included). Of nine answer choices and the option to 
select ‘Other,’ respondents were asked to select up to three. The four topics that rose to the 
level of priority for the Guide include: reckless watercraft users (e.g. speed, alcohol use); user 
inexperience, lack of education; watercraft rental outfitters who provide no safety, navigation, 
or awareness information; and access points that are difficult to manage.  
 
The final question asked of all respondents was to identify which aspects of waterway 
management are most important to meeting public needs and minimizing user conflict (only 
‘complete’ responses were included). Of six answer choices and the option to select ‘Other,’ 
respondents were asked to select up to three. The five aspects that were identified as priority 
for the Guide include: public outreach, information, signage; authorities (who are) easy to find 
and approachable; authorities (who) encourage and listen to public comments; authorities 
(who) provide timely updates about regulations and current use; and periodic reviews 
conducted of regulations to continue or update.  
 
The following graphics provide a summary of the survey results as presented to the Waterway 
Management Steering Committee on August 14, 2020. 
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Responses –
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"WWM_Survey_File_Names_2020_08_10" provides an overview of the naming convention to these 
posted files and the file type (csv, PPT, pdf, xls).

In general:
•"Batch 1" through "Batch 5": All Data - 3413 Responses; include data from responses labeled both "Complete" 
and "Incomplete"

•"Batch C1" through "Batch C5" - Data from Completed surveys only - 1795 responses with 8 unknown primary interests

•"Batch C3G-Gov" and "Batch C5G-Gov" - PowerPoint summary and Excel files from completed data filtered by 
'Government interest' response in question 1 - 210 responses with open comments.

•"Batch C3B-Business" and "Batch C5B- Business" - PowerPoint summary and Excel files from completed data 
filtered by 'Non-Government Business Interest' in question 1 - 132 responses with open comments.

•"Batch C3U-User" and "Batch C5U-User" - PowerPoint summary and Excel files from completed data filtered by 
'Non-Government - Waterway User interest' in question 1 - 1,445 responses with open comments.



‘Complete’ means the respondent answered all required 
questions and clicked ‘Done’ on the last page. 
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Q3 - All Complete 
Reponses/

“Importance”

This question was 
asked of  
‘Business’ and ‘ 
Users’ interest 
categories only. 
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“Impact”



Q5 – All Complete 
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“Challenges”



Q6– All Complete 
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“Drivers”



Q7– All Complete 
Responses/ 

“Path Forward”
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Action Item: 
Explore the 
“Other” 
responses for 
commonalities
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Q4 – Government 
Complete Responses/ 

“Impact”



Q4 – Government 
Complete Responses/ 

“Impact”

Discussion needed on 
cutoff point:  What is a 
point that is justifiable?



Q5 – Government 
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Q6– Government 
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Q7– Government  
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Non-government – Business 
Interest (“Business”)
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Q6– Business
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Q7– Business
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Q7– Business
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Non-government –
Waterway User (“User”)



Q1 – User
Complete 
Reponses 

Note: 77 percent of the 
respondents in this interest 
category identified as 
‘Florida’.
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category identified as ‘Florida’.
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“Path Forward”

Note: 77 percent of the 
respondents in this interest 
category identified as ‘Florida’.
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80.86% (1,445)



Government Business Waterway User
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50%

Waterway User*

92%

* 77% of responses from Florida

Any response 50% or greater highlighted in red



Government Business Waterway User*

* 77% of responses from Florida



Government

1. Human Powered Recreation -
52% 

2. Use of Recreational Power/Sail 
Vessels -48%

3. Marinas, Mooring, Launching, 
Service/Maintenance-34%

4. Traffic Operations for Rec users 
- 33%

5. Cargo, commercial fishing, 
towing, construction, work 
boats – 32%

6. Passenger tour boats, water 
taxies, passenger vessels 
charters, sport fishing charters –
27%

7. Guided trips, rentals, liveries, 
instruction – 24%

Business

1. Passenger tour boats, water 
taxies, passenger vessel 
charters, sport fishing charters 
– 46%

2. Cargo, commercial fishing, 
towing, construction, work 
boats – 42%

3. Marinas, mooring, launching , 
service/maintenance – 42%

4. Traffic operation for 
recreational users – 39%

5. Use of recreational power or 
sail vessels/activities – 35%

6. Human powered recreation –
27%

Waterway User*

1. Use of Recreational Power/Sail 
Vessels - 63%

2. Human Powered Recreation -
45% 

3. Traffic Operations for Rec users 
- 42%

4. Marinas, Mooring, Launching, 
Service/Maintenance-38%

5. Passenger tour boats, water 
taxies, passenger vessels 
charters, sport fishing charters –
27%

6. Private landowner/homeowner 
Management – 20%

7. Guided trips, rentals, liveries, 
instruction – 24%

Additional responses – 16% or less

* 77% of responses from Florida
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Government

1. Large Crowds – 34%

2. Derelict or At-Risk vessels – 33%

3. Motorized boats vs. paddle or 
rowing craft – 31%

4. Recreational vessels vs. 
paddlers, swimmers, snorkelers, 
etc. - 30%

5. PWCs, air boats, similar vessels –
24%

6. Navigation, infrastructure, 
hazards – 23%

7. Landowners vs. everyone – 21%

8. Aquatic nuisance species – 20%

9. Wakes – 20%

Business

.) – 31%

Waterway User*

1. Large Crowds – 35%

2. PWCs, air boats, similar vessels –
34%

3. Wakes – 31%

4. Motorized boats vs. paddle or 
rowing craft – 30%

* 77% of responses from Florida
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Government

1. User inexperience, lack of 
education – 64%

2. Reckless watercraft users (e.g. 
speed, alcohol use) – 60%

3. Rental outfitters provide no 
safety, navigation, or 
awareness information – 33%

4. Wide range of stakeholder 
expectations – 32%

Business

1. User inexperience, lack of 
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2. Reckless watercraft users (e.g. 
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Waterway User*

1. Reckless watercraft users (e.g. 
speed, alcohol use) – 76%

2. User inexperience, lack of 
education – 68%

3. Rental outfitters provide no 
safety, navigation, or awareness 
information – 36%

* 77% of responses from Florida
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5. Periodic reviews are conducted of 
regulations to continue or update –
38%

* 77% of Respondents from Florida
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Action Item –
Compare FL 
to Non-FL 
responses –
Does this 
change 
priorities?





1. Review the Table of Contents (5-7-20 version) with survey results 
and recommend revision if needed.
• Is there a significant group categorized among the “Other” government 

responders whose input can change the priorities (e.g., Boating 
Educators)?

• Compare “Florida” to “Non-Florida” responses for Waterway Users. Does 
this change the priorities?

• Review all text responses (completed and incomplete) by Interest 
Category for commonalities.  Identify useful “quotes” or “insight” for the 
Guide

2. Draft 1 of Guide 

3. Draft Waterway Management Web Tool

4. Other?



1. Review the Table of Contents (5-7-20 version) with survey results 
and recommend revision if needed. Input needed before end of 
August 2020 (Risa -
• Is there a significant group categorized among the “Other” government 

responders whose input can change the priorities (e.g., Boating 
Educators)? (Alex, Ron -

• Compare “Florida” to “Non-Florida” responses for Waterway Users. Does 
this change the priorities? (Alex -

• Review all text responses (completed and incomplete) by Interest 
Category for commonalities.  Identify useful “quotes” or “insight” for the 
Guide

2. Draft 1 of Guide (Alex -

3. Draft Waterway Management Web Tool (Ron -

4. Other?



1. Two September meetings – Doodle Poll of availability to all

2. Workgroups to meet and report at September meetings
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